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Through its innovative development,
DC came out with a unique shotcrete
mix which satisfied all the strict
specifications and construction
requirements to withstand summer
and winter conditions, with
stabilization times that reached a
maximum of 18 hours. In addition, 
 DC addressed the sustainability
requirements by optimizing concrete
mixes to reduce CO   emission of over
100 kg/m³.

LOCATION
Toronto, Ontario

DATE OF COMPLETION 
September 2020

PROJECT FACTS

Specialty Construction Methods

PROJECT OUTLINE:

Outspan Concrete Structures Ltd.
Res 2000 Structures Inc. 
 Structform– Structural Group of
Companies
 Verdi Alliance



Project Overview
The Eglinton Crosstown Light Rail Transit (LRT) project is one of many ongoing Metrolinx projects aimed at
connecting Toronto area communities and enhancing mobility in the region. This project was awarded to
Crosslinx Transit Solutions for $8.5 billion. Dufferin Concrete provided 300,000 m³ of concrete representing
approximately $50 million of the contract value.

Including 25 stations, the LRT will run east-west across the city along Eglinton Avenue from Mount Dennis all
the way to Kennedy. The total length of the line is an impressive 19 km,  including 14 stations with 10 of those
being built underground. The line will include three connections to subway stations, three
train lines and 54 bus routes. Slated for completion in 2021, it is estimated that this major transit project will
improve user commuting time by 60%.

Three different construction methods were utilized for the building of the new stations: cut and cover, top to
bottom and sequential excavation method (SEM) for Shotcrete stations.

Working together with the client, Crosslinx, Dufferin Concrete has developed unique mixes to meet project
requirements. The mass concrete mix includes 70% slag for temperature control on mass elements and three
Shotcrete mixes were also developed: a summer mix with 420 kg of cementitious materials, a winter mix
with 450 kg of cementitious materials, and an emergency mix with 475 kg of cementitious materials.


